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VAL DI FIEMME TAKES OFF ONCE AGAIN
FIS SKI JUMPING WORLD CUP NEXT JANUARY

Two FIS SJ World Cup to be held in Italy's Val di Fiemme on 12 and 13 January, 2019
The Nordic Combined World Cup will fire up the same weekend
World's highest SJ circuit moves back to Val di Fiemme after 2013 World Championships
FIS Tour de Ski to be held a week earlier. The Fiemme Ski World Cup OC already at work


Val di Fiemme has been officially appointed by the FIS to house the two individual Ski Jumping World Cup events on 12 and 13 January, 2019. On the very same weekend – better yet, from 11 to 13 January – the Italian valley will also host a three-day long Nordic event, the Nordic Combined World Cup. And all this will happen only one week after the classic Tour de Ski finals. 
The FIS chose the Italian hills located in Predazzo as the best suitable venue for next January's World Cup leg. Val di Fiemme last hosted Ski Jumping competitions in 2013 when Polish Kamil Stoch (HS 134) and Norwegian Anders Bardal (HS106) became world champions, along with team Austria (Team event).
Stoch will surely play once again a key role next year in Italy. The Polish jumper from Zakopane grabbed his third Olympic gold medal and the second overall World Cup in career, last season. After Sven Hannawald, Stoch is the only one who won all the four events of the Four Hills Tournament in history. 
Poles, together with Austrians, Norwegians and Germans – who regularly train on the Italian hills – are called to action in Val di Fiemme next January, and they certainly won't let anyone down.
'We are about to host five World Cup races in three days – proudly claimed Fiemme Ski World Cup OC President Bruno Felicetti – it is going to be pretty tough for our team and all volunteers, but we will surely organise something great. The FIS trusts us and by hosting once again the Ski Jumping World Cup, we have the chance to show everyone what we can do and draw even more the attention of tourists and sport lovers from all over the world.'
Throughout its sport history, Val di Fiemme housed three World Championships (1991, 2003, 2013) plus a Junior one in 2014, the 2013 Winter Universiade and many World Cup events.
The Fiemme OC has already started to work along with the local Tourism boards in order to adequately promote next winter events in countries like Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Poland, Czech Republic and Slovenia. 
Needless to say, Val di Fiemme tracks and slopes are at their best in January! 
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com 

